
Master’s Transportation is one of the nation’s leading providers of rental, lease and purchase of 
transport vehicles.  We strive to make a significant and positive impact in the transportation 
industry through our commitment to quality and safety. Our core values guide us in all that we 
do, inspiring us to “Move People Forward”.  

Our business scope covers a full series of commercial vehicles including commercial shuttle 
buses and vans; school buses and multi-functional school activity buses; motor coaches; and 
used commercial buses. We have three full-service departments and a centralized parts 
department, while having the capacity to provide service needs nationwide. In addition to 
general service repair, we also offer motor coach, limo bus and shuttle full-scale refurbishing.  

Our rental department is unique in the industry, providing a broad selection of rental vehicles 
for short or long term needs. With locations nationwide, we offer rental vehicles on a seasonal, 
monthly, weekly and daily basis.  The crux of our rental business is offering convenience, safety 
and quality so that our customers can focus on their journey ahead. 

Since our beginning, Master’s Transportation has maintained an exceptional reputation as a 
premier transportation provider, exceeding expectations for our customers, partners and 
employees based on our ethics, strength and reliability. 

Who We Are 

With over 30 years of experience, our company stands on a foundation dedicated to providing 
excellence in the transportation industry. We are passionate about being first to market and 
realizing opportunities, creating solutions for current and future unmet needs. We continue to 
evolve through innovation, expanding vehicle offerings, value-added services and adding new 
technologies to revolutionize the industry. We work hard to provide seamless and tailored 
solutions to support customer needs. With long lasting relationships with our customers, our 
exceptional retention and referrals rates provide a key component to our success and growth.  

Our company culture demands us to relentlessly pursue excellence, operate with high integrity, 
have a positive can-do attitude and to be solution oriented.  Our core values guide us to ensure 
that our customers and our colleagues are at the heart of every decision we make. 

Our success is based on the hard work of our team members who carry our vision forward. We 
support a work environment that nurtures our employees’ continued education, growth, and 
development and encourages discovery and sharing of best practices.  We are committed, 
individually and collectively, to the safety and well-being of our employees, our customers and 
our communities. Our policies, as well as our daily decisions are proof that this commitment is 
engrained in our culture.   

We believe in being a good corporate citizen of our communities, using our resources wisely, and 
investing in organizations that are making a positive and lasting impact. We achieve this 
through advocating for their cause, donation matching and encouraging our employees to get 
personally involved.


